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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although the U.S. nuclear power industry has struggled to regain footing in the aftermath of 

Three Mile Island and Fukushima, nuclear power nonetheless plays a critical role in the nation's 

electricity sector and will be a necessary resource to utilize in the struggle to reduce carbon emissions 

and combat climate change. Aside from concerns over finding a permanent waste storage solution, an 

increasing worry for industry members is how high-cost – but emissions-free – nuclear power is being 

undercut by low-cost natural gas in restructured wholesale power markets. Without a long-term market-

based mechanism to account for the environmental and grid-stabilizing benefits provided by nuclear 
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power generation, America risks losing this important, carbon-free, source of base load generation. 

This paper concisely summarizes the challenges facing the industry and briefly discusses some 

potential long-term market-based solutions to put nuclear energy on a level playing field. It furthermore 

argues that a properly structured nuclear feed-in tariff could provide a serviceable short-term solution 

for states with the most financially vulnerable nuclear energy generators.  

Part II of this paper provides the background information for this discussion by exploring the 

development of commercial nuclear power generation and the history of electricity regulation in the 

United States, both which inform our understanding of why nuclear energy generation is at a 

competitive disadvantage in restructured wholesale markets. Part III discusses a set of long-term 

solutions to fix this problem, as well as sets out how a short-term solution like a carefully designed 

nuclear feed-in tariff could be used to shore-up the nuclear energy generators that are most at risk of 

closure due to market conditions. Lastly, the conclusion in Part IV summarizes the highlights and core 

argument of this paper: if meeting our carbon emission reduction goals is truly a national and global 

priority – as argued by the Obama administration through the EPA and a majority of climate scientists – 

then it is necessary to preserve the nation's existing fleet of emissions-free nuclear energy generation by 

fixing the market distortions that threaten their financial viability.  

II. BACKGROUND ON THE HISTORY OF COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION IN THE U.S. AND 

HOW RESTRUCTURED ELECTRICITY MARKETS DEVELOPED 

To understand how market forces currently threaten the viability of nuclear power generators, it 

is important to know how the electricity sector itself has evolved over the years. This Part briefly 

summarizes the development of the electricity sector, from the early advent of public utility law and 

cost-of-service regulation, to the expansive restructured wholesale markets through which most 

Americans receive their power. With that background, subsequent subsections discuss the 

particularities of nuclear power generation and how it fits into, and is struggling because of, these 
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wholesale market structures.  

A. About Commercial Nuclear Generation in the United States   

Commercial nuclear energy generation from the nation's current fleet of 99 reactors accounts for 

almost 20% of the country's electricity fuel mix, and represents nearly 63% of our emissions-free 

generation.1 In addition, commercial nuclear power is a large source of efficient base-load generation 

for the entire grid;2 thirty of the 50 U.S. states have a nuclear reactor, and among them, New 

Hampshire, New Jersey, and South Carolina generated more than half of their electricity from nuclear 

power in 2014.3 Currently, there are only four new nuclear sites under construction in the United States 

– all of which are in traditionally-regulated states.4 Although a permanent waste storage solution 

remains a long-term concern for the industry – a topic outside the scope of this paper – the more acute 

problem, is nuclear energy's lagging competitiveness in restructured wholesale markets due to pricing 

distortions and the peculiarities of nuclear regulation. 

1. The Beginnings of Commercial Nuclear Power in the United States  

The origins of the commercial nuclear power sector in the United States stem from the political, 

cultural, and scientific consensus of the 1950s and 60s.5 Advancing nuclear energy research was seen 

as a national security imperative during the cold war as well as another means of competing with the 

Soviets. Added to this patriotic fervor were near record-high public opinion levels for government 

                                                 
1 NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE, STATUS AND OUTLOOK FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY IN THE UNITED STATES (Nov. 2015), 

available at www.nei.org/CorporateSite/media/filefolder/Policy/Papers/statusandoutlook.pdf?ext=.pdf [hereinafter 

STATUS AND OUTLOOK REPORT]; Third Way, When Nuclear Ends (Aug. 2015) www.thirdway.org/report/when-nuclear-

ends-how-nuclear-retirements-might-undermine-clean-power-plan-progress; Nuclear Energy Institute, U.S. Nuclear 

Power Plants: General U.S. Nuclear Info, www.nei.org/Knowledge-Center/Nuclear-Statistics/US-Nuclear-Power-

Plants. 
2 STATUS AND OUTLOOK REPORT, supra note 1 at 2 (noting that the average capacity factor in 2014 was 91.7 percent, and 

that the industry has sustained a 90-percent range capacity factor for the past 15 years).  
3 U.S. NUCLEAR REG. COMMISSION, INFORMATION DIGEST 2015-2016, 28, 30 fig.12 (showing a map of the net amount of 

electricity generated in each state by nuclear power). 
4  Nuclear Energy Institute, New Nuclear Plant Status, available at www.nei.org/Knowledge-Center/Nuclear-

Statistics/US-Nuclear-Power-Plants/New-Nuclear-Plant-Status (noting that the four nuclear reactors are Summer 2 and 

3 in South Carolina and Vogtle 3 and 4 in Georgia). 
5 STEVEN MARK COHN, TOO CHEAP TO METER: AN ECONOMIC AND PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NUCLEAR DREAM 

17-20 (1997). 
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regulation and corporate leaders,6 as well as a stalwart belief that science and technology could solve 

even the most intractable societal and economic problems.7 The conventional wisdom of the day was 

that not only would nuclear energy provide "power without end[,] [p]ower to do everything man is 

destined to do," as argued by the Westinghouse corporation,8 but that it would also – in the words of 

former US Atomic Energy Commission Chairman Lewis Strauss – provide a fount of "electrical energy 

too cheap to meter."9 Thus, beginning with a small 60 megawatt reactor at Shippingsport, Pennsylvania 

in 1957,10 the commercial nuclear power industry surged forward with great promise of providing 

cheap and abundant electricity.  

Despite this initial optimism, by the 1970s, public support for nuclear power began to decline 

due to a host of factors. Early cost studies and technical assessments underestimated the engineering 

and technical difficulties in store for nuclear power plant construction projects,11 which led to 

ratepayers having to pay for substantial cost overruns. Concerns over human health and safety became 

more prominent following nuclear accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl,12 and more recently 

in Fukushima.13 Appetite for nuclear generation fell yet further as activists began drawing more 

attention to the nuclear waste storage problem and the environmental toll from waste hot water runoff 

                                                 
6 Id. at 18 (describing the results of two public opinion surveys on the question of "You can't trust government to do right 

most of the time," to which 22% agreed in 1964, whereas 70% agreed in 1980).  
7 Id. at 18, 107 (describing the optimism surrounding presentations by industry experts and government officials like 

President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" speech in 1953).  
8 Id. at 19 (quoting an excerpt from a 1967 Westinghouse pamphlet: “[nuclear energy] will give us all the power we need 

and more. That's what it's all about. Power seemingly without end. Power to do everything man is destined to do. We 

have what might be called perpetual youth.”). 
9 International Atomic Energy Agency, 50 Years of Nuclear Energy, available at 

https://www.iaea.org/About/Policy/GC/GC48/Documents/gc48inf-4_ftn3.pdf.  
10 Joseph P. Tomain, Nuclear Futures, 15 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL'Y F. 221, 225 (2005) (describing the origins of the 

commercial nuclear power sector). 
11 COHN, supra note 5 at 107-13; T.L. Fahring, Nuclear Uncertainty: A Look at the Uncertainties of A U.S. Nuclear 

Renaissance, 41 TEX. ENVTL. L.J. 279, 285 (2011).  
12 Fahring, supra note 11 at 288-89,  
13 See, e.g., Stephen G. Burns, The Fukushima Daiichi Accident: The International Community Responds, 11 WASH. U. 

GLOBAL STUD. L. REV. 739 (2012). By and large, nuclear accidents raise the most public concerns over most other 

kinds of energy generation or extraction accidents. Hope M. Babcock, A Risky Business: Generation of Nuclear Power 

and Deepwater Drilling for Offshore Oil and Gas, 37 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 63, 139-47 (2012) (comparing the 

widespread public health fears following nuclear incidents as opposed to more tempered concerns following oil 

industry accidents. "The bottom line is that the public is afraid of radiation; it is not afraid of oil and gas.").  
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on fisheries adjacent to plant cooling structures.14 

More recently, however, growing attention over global climate change has caused the public and 

policymakers to take a second look at nuclear power generation. This renewed interest prompted 

predictions of a "renaissance" for the industry in the early 2000s,15 an optimism that quickly lost 

momentum following the 2008-09 recession, the 2011 Fukushima accident, and – as discussed more 

thoroughly in this paper – cheap natural gas brought on by hydraulic fracturing.16 Although a new wave 

of nuclear generators may not come in the near-term – the current construction of four plants 

notwithstanding – preservation of our existing nuclear generation fleet is essential if the United States 

wants to stay on track to meet its carbon emission reduction goals. 

2. The Regulatory Scheme for Commercial Nuclear Power 

Before addressing in Section B the current market distortions driving commercial nuclear 

generators from competitive markets, it is important to first explore the unique characteristics of 

nuclear energy regulation. This comprehensive scheme partly accounts for why today's nuclear energy 

industry has such an admirable safety record.17 However, this scheme is also partly responsible for the 

high price of nuclear-powered electricity because it aims to internalize the costs of externalities like 

decommissioning and waste storage, unlike other competing energy fuel sources. 

The Atomic Energy Act empowers the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to license 

                                                 
14 Fahring, supra note 11 at 288-89.  
15 See, e.g., Hope Babcock, Can Vermont Put the Nuclear Genie Back in the Bottle?: A Test of Congressional Preemptive 

Power, 39 ECOLOGY L.Q. 691, 694 (2012) ("The recent concern about climate change and energy independence has 

rekindled an interest in rebooting the commercial nuclear industry."); Third Way, supra note 1; World Nuclear 

Association, The Nuclear Renaissance, www.world-nuclear.org/info/Current-and-Future-Generation/The-Nuclear-

Renaissance/.  
16 Paul Barrett, What Killed America's Climate-Saving Nuclear Renaissance?, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Oct. 27, 

2015) www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-27/what-killed-america-s-climate-saving-nuclear-renaissance-; 

STATUS AND OUTLOOK REPORT, supra note 1.  
17 Emily Hammond & David Spence, The Regulatory Contract in the Marketplace, __ VANDERBILT L. REV. __ (2016) 

(forthcoming) (manuscript at 25, n163), available at 

scholarship.law.gwu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2369&context=faculty_publications; id. at 27(describing the risk 

mitigation philosophy underpinning the NRC's redundancy and contingency planning as part of the licensing process).  
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and regulate the civilian use of radioactive materials in the United States.18 A significant portion of 

NRC's work lies in regulating U.S. nuclear power plants to ensure "adequate protection to the health 

and safety of the public."19 To this end, the agency sets standards for the design, construction, 

operation, and security of the nation's fleet of reactors.20 This process is extensive, strict, as well as 

time- and resource-intensive.21 Applicants must have the resources to endure not only the front-end 

costs of the licensing process, but must also purchase the maximum amount of liability coverage,22 pay 

for on-site waste management, as well as provide "reasonable assurances" that decommissioning costs, 

which can run into the hundreds of millions, will be covered when the plant closes decades in the 

future.23 Throughout the life of a nuclear reactor, the NRC remains free to modify or revoke a license to 

ensure the Commission's "adequate protection" mandate is met without regard to costs.24 And of 

course, as plants age and come up for license renewal, installing replacement parts and upgrades can 

also pose significant costs on the licensee.25 All of these requirements translate into higher capital costs, 

longer construction timelines, as well as specialized equipment and workers required to construct 

nuclear reactors, ultimately resulting in a higher levelized cost of energy for nuclear power as 

compared to most other energy sources.26 What it also means, however, is that unlike fossil-fuel energy 

sources bidding into wholesale markets, nuclear generators are internalizing more of their 

environmental externalities, as exemplified through the NRC's decommissioning and waste 

                                                 
18 42 U.S.C. § 2131 (2012); see also U.S. NUCLEAR REG. COMMISSION, INFORMATION DIGEST supra note 3, at xi 

(describing the mission of the NRC).  
19 42 U.S.C. § 2232. 
20 U.S. NUCLEAR REG. COMMISSION, INFORMATION DIGEST supra note 3 at 37. 
21 Hammond & Spence, supra note 17 at 24-26 (describing the licensing process).  
22 The Price-Anderson Nuclear Industries Indemnity Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2210 (2012).  
23 10 C.F.R. § 50.75; see also Pennington v. Zion Solutions LLC, 742 F.3d 715, 716-17 (7th Cir. 2014) (detailing the trust 

fund requirements, and how expensive the decommissioning process can be); Hammond & Spence, supra note 17, at 

24-26.  
24 42 U.S.C. § 2232(a); 50 C.F.R. § 50.109 (describing the Commissions "backfitting" regulations, whereby the 

Commission can modify license requirements to ensure "adequate protection"). Although a cost-benefit analysis is 

required for any license modifications that go beyond ensuring "adequate protection." 
25 Hammond & Spence, supra note 17, at 25-26. 
26 Id. at 11-15. See also id. at 15 ("Taking all of the above data into consideration (not only variable O&M), it stands to 

reason that in competitive energy markets the cost criterion will point investors toward new gas-fired, wind and solar 

power, and away from coal-fired and nuclear power.").  
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management requirements.27  

Congress intended this interalization of environmental externalities, but the continued financial 

viability of nuclear generators largely depends on market forces that appropriately value this 

internalization,28 as well as the fact that nuclear energy provides significant amounts of emissions-free 

power. To make nuclear energy truly cost-competitive, the playing field must be leveled to correct 

against this inherent imbalance either through a long-term market solution, or a short-term policy 

approach that can assist the most financially vulnerable nuclear generators. 

B. The U.S. Electricity Sector and Wholesale Markets 

The seeds of the current financial crisis facing commercial nuclear power generators were first 

sown at the advent of electric utility deregulation, and began to take root and flourish as wholesale 

electricity markets developed across the country. This section provides the backdrop for understanding 

the current market conditions driving many nuclear power generators toward financial ruin and closure.  

1. Early history and the advent of traditional regulation 

The dawn of electricity in the late 19th century ushered in a new era in industrial development 

for the United States. Quickly seeing electricity access as a fundamental service that is "affected with a 

public interest,"29 states began granting vertically integrated utilities service territory monopolies in 

exchange for providing universal service and submitting to cost-of-service rate regulation.30 Through 

this type of regulation, state public utility commissions become the ultimate gatekeepers for what costs 

utilities are entitled to pass on ratepayers. With the Constitution's Takings clause as the ultimate 

backstop, a robust body of caselaw and regulatory standards has developed over the past hundred years, 

                                                 
27 Id. at 25-26. 
28 Id. at 23 ("Congress and the nuclear agencies developed this regulatory regime, however, against the implicit 

assumption that the traditional regulatory contract would make this regime economically feasible.").  
29 Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113 (1877) (holding that private industries may become so critical to the functioning of 

society as to become "affected with a public interest" thereby justifying government regulation).  
30 See, e.g., SCOTT HEMPLING, REGULATING PUBLIC UTILITY PERFORMANCE 13-69 (2013) (describing the traditional 

utility monopoly model, which is still in place in about half of the states today).  
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and to date, this regulatory compact between states and utilities still forms the basis of utility regulation 

in many parts of the country. However, beginning in the late 1980s and 90s, several states began 

experimenting with competitive wholesale markets, and in the process, started exposing the electricity 

generators within their borders to competition.  

2. 1980s to Today: Restructuring and the Beginning of Regional Wholesale Power Markets 

Due to the economic inefficiencies inherent in allowing competition for utility transmission and 

distribution services, for most of their history, utilities were vertically integrated, that is, they provided 

all the generation, transmission, and distribution infrastructure in their respective territories. Much like 

transmission and distribution, it was similarly assumed that the electricity generation sector was 

likewise incapable of sustaining competition. Then, prompted by the passage of the Public Utility 

Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA)31 and following a series of federal laws and regulatory 

orders from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, many states passed laws to allow competition 

among electricity generators.32  

This deregulatory trend was further facilitated by federal-level requirements that regional grids 

provide "open access" to non-incumbent providers and encouragement for transmission owners form 

nonprofit "independent system operators" (ISOs) and "regional transmission organizations" (RTOs) for 

ensuring reliable and efficient transmission service and managing regional wholesale power markets.33 

Today, there are seven RTOs and ISOs in the country,34 which collectively manage about 60% of the 

country's electric power supply.35 

                                                 
31  
32 Id. at 71-76 (summarizing the legal and regulatory changes that preceded electricity market restructuring from 1978 to 

present day); FED. ENERGY. REG. COMM'N, ENERGY PRIMER 39-41 (July 2015), available at 

https://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/guide/energy-primer.pdf 
33 Hammond & Spence, supra note 17, at 7-9. 
34 The country’s ISO and RTO regions are the New England ISO (ISONE); the PJM Interconnection (PJM); the 

Midcontinent ISO (MISO); and the Southwest Power Pool (SPP). New York, California, and Texas have their own 

single-state ISOs, respectively, the New York ISO, California ISO, and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas 

(ERCOT).  
35 U.S. Energy Info Admin., Today In Energy: About 60% of the U.S. electric power supply is managed by RTOs (April 4, 
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3. How Wholesale Power Markets Function and How Nuclear is Disadvantaged 

Each of the RTO and ISO competitive wholesale markets functions differently, but in sum, 

generators bid into their respective market and the RTO/ISO administrator then matches supply with 

demand by dispatching generators from the lowest to highest bids.36 Although each RTO or ISO may 

have additional markets for ancillary and capacity services, generally they have a two-stage system for 

their energy markets: a day-ahead market that seeks to arrange for most of the demand based on 

historic use-patterns, and a real-time market to meet demand needs as they occur.37 Regardless of the 

order that the generators are dispatched in these markets, they will each be paid the "market clearing 

price," which is the bid price of the last unit of energy acquired to meet the market demand for a 

particular auction.38  Natural gas units are particularly well-placed to take advantage of the market 

clearing price rules because they have low marginal costs, which allow them to keep their bids lower, 

ensuring the likelihood that they will be accepted.39 Furthermore, natural gas plants are quicker to 

ramp-up and down to meet demand, which also makes them more likely to set the market clearing 

price. 

In contrast to the quick-acting "peaker" units like natural gas plants that can respond during 

peak demand, nuclear generators are considered "baseload" resources because they operate most 

efficiently when run continuously. Therefore, under market rules, baseload plants like nuclear, and 

coal-fired plants as well, are considered "price takers", that is, they are given whatever the market 

clearing price is.40 The lower-priced the resources bidding into the market, the lower the market 

clearing price will be. If the clearing price drops too low, nuclear generators risk not recouping their 

operating costs. As established earlier, nuclear plant operating expenses are considerable because they 

                                                                                                                                                                        
2011) www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=790.  

36 See, e.g., Hammond & Spence, supra note 17, at 9-11 (describing the operation of wholesale markets); Electric Power 

Supply Association, How Wholesale Electricity Prices Are Set, https://www.epsa.org/industry/primer/?fa=prices 
37 FED. ENERGY. REG. COMM'N, supra note 31 at 53. 
38 Electric Power Supply Association, supra note 35. 
39 Hammond & Spence, supra note 17, at 34.  
40 Id. 
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take into account costs for upgrades, insurance payments, fuel management, a highly-trained labor 

force, and, importantly, costs for decommissioning and waste disposal.41  

When wholesale markets do not properly value the internalization of an energy resource's 

environmental externalities – as nuclear does with its decommissioning and waste disposal costs – then 

those resources cannot compete fairly in the marketplace. As a result, nuclear generators are forced to 

accept low market clearing prices driven by cheap natural gas, making it often impossible to recoup 

their fixed operating expenses, and driving them closer to early retirement.  

There have already been four nuclear reactor early retirements since 2013, with another three 

plants expected to close in the coming years.42 Illinois, Ohio, and New York, each have some of the 

most financially vulnerable nuclear reactors in the country currently. In Illinois, Exelon is 

contemplating early closure of about five different reactors due to uneconomic market conditions: 

Quad Cities 1 and 2 and Byron 1 and 2 in the PJM region, and its Clinton plant in the MISO market.43 

Similarly, Ohio’s Davis-Besse nuclear plant and New York’s Ginna nuclear reactor are also at risk of 

premature closure.44  

Not only is there a strong likelihood that air pollution will increase in states that close down 

their nuclear reactors,45 but the climate change impacts are also compelling enough to warrant 

addressing the current market forces noted above. With the existing nuclear power fleet representing 

two-thirds of our nation's total emissions-free generation, the prospect of more plant closures should 

alarm citizens and policymakers concerned about climate change. Indeed, by the estimation of one 

study done by a centrist policy think tank, a large-scale wave of retirements would create a generation 

gap that would be most likely filled by natural gas, making it very difficult to achieve EPA's Clean 

                                                 
41  Supra Part II.A.2; Hammond & Spence, supra note 17, at 34.  
42  STATUS AND OUTLOOK REPORT, supra note 1; Third Way, supra note 1.  
43  STATUS AND OUTLOOK REPORT, supra note 1. 
44  Id. 
45  Hammond & Spence, supra note 17, at 35 n 250 (citing reports from Illinois that predict an increase in GHG emissions 

and other air pollutants following anticipated nuclear reactor closures, as well as an article about how air pollution has 

increased in Japan following the Fukushima accident and subsequent moratorium on nuclear power).  
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Power Plan goals, if not all-together impossible.46 So, if preserving our existing fleet of nuclear 

generators is important for meeting our climate change objectives, then how can we provide these 

reactors with the revenue necessary to keep them operational? That question is explored further below.  

III. LONG-TERM AND SHORT-TERM SOLUTIONS TO PRESERVE STRUGGLING NUCLEAR GENERATORS 

As the previous Part discussed, commercial nuclear generators located in restructured states like 

Illinois, Ohio and New York are under threat from market forces that fail to value their internalized 

environmental costs as well as their contributions toward our change mitigation goals. This Part 

discusses various carbon-pricing schemes to effectively address this problem in the long run, and 

argues for a carefully structured temporary feed-in tariff as a short-term policy to assist states with the 

most financially vulnerable nuclear generators.  

A. Long-term Solution: Market-Based Scheme to Price Carbon and Value Environmental and System 

Benefits 

By failing to account for the environmental benefits of zero-emission sources like nuclear 

generation, markets are essentially shifting the costs of fossil-fuel externalities onto society. By some 

estimates, a ton of carbon emitted from electricity generation damages the environment and climate by 

about $21 today, with that number rising to $45 by 2050.47 Furthermore, these emissions have been not 

only largely ignored by regulators thus far, but are also subsidized by government tax largesse.48 As 

argued by the National Research Council, "when market failures like this occur, there may be a case for 

government interventions in the form of regulations, taxes, fees, tradable permits or other 

                                                 
46 Third Way, supra note 1; Jesse Jenkins, Nuclear Retirements Would Sabotage Clean Power Plan Carbon Reductions, 

THE ENERGY COLLECTIVE (Sept. 1, 2015) www.theenergycollective.com/jessejenkins/2266234/nuclear-retirements-

would-sabotage-clean-power-plan-carbon-goal. 
47 Steven Weissman & Romany Webb, Addressing Climate Change Without Legislation, Volume 2: FERC, Berkeley 

Energy & Climate Institute, 6, available at https://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/CLEE/FERC_Report_FINAL.pdf 
48 See, e.g., Joseph P. Tomain, The Dominant Model of United States Energy Policy, 61 U. COLO. L. REV. 355, 375 (1990) 

(detailing the extensive subsidies and other advantages afforded the oil and gas industries in the U.S.). 
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instruments."49  

The history of deregulation in the electricity sector strongly suggests that regulators and the 

public will be most receptive to a market-based solution to correct the nuclear energy’s competitive 

disadvantage in wholesale markets. To that end, several long-term policies have been suggested by 

economists and policymakers. In their own way, they each seek to incorporate the environmental 

externalities imposed by carbon pollution, which current market prices do not account for.  

 

1. Carbon tax. This carbon-pricing policy has been praised by economists as being one of the 

most straightforward. In essence, a carbon tax would impose an additional charge on energy 

generation in direct proportion to its level of carbon emissions.50 On the one hand it allows the 

market to function and find an appropriate tax price, but on the other, it does not set an ultimate 

limit on emissions, so it becomes difficult to gauge a maximum level of emissions reductions.51 

Currently fifteen countries have implemented or experimented with a carbon tax system and 

have achieved emissions reductions as a result.52 

 

2. Cap and Trade. As compared to a carbon tax, cap and trade schemes are lauded for providing 

more emission limitation certainties. Through this policy the government, or some organization, 

sets the ultimate limit on carbon emissions and distributes allowances, which an emitter may 

use itself or sell to other emitters through a marketplace. Prices for the emission allowances are 

                                                 
49 Weissman & Webb, supra note 46 at 6-7 (quoting NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL, THE HIDDEN COSTS OF ENERGY: 

UNPRICED CONSEQUENCES OF ENERGY PRODUCTION AND USE 3 (2010)). See also Christopher Schroeder & Robert L. 

Glicksman, The United States' Failure to Act, in ECONOMIC THOUGHT AND U.S. CLIMATE CHANGE POLICY 22 (David 

M. Drisen, ed. 2010) (""Neoclassical market theory teaches that markets malfunction in the presence of environmental 

externalities. In theory, markets can generate wealth and allocate resources in socially attractive ways, but only if 

market prices reflect all significant costs associated with transactions.").  
50 See, e.g., World Bank, Putting a Price on Carbon with a Tax, available at 

www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/SDN/background-note_carbon-tax.pdf.  
51 Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C2ES), Cap and Trade v. Taxes, available at 

www.c2es.org/docUploads/Policy-Memo-1-CapTradevTax.pdf.  
52 World Bank, supra note 49.  
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set through the marketplace in accordance to how high the demand is.53 There are only a few 

regional cap-and-trade markets in the U.S: (1) the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) 

in which Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, 

Rhode Island, and Vermont participate; (2) the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) consisting of 

California and the Canadian provinces of British Columbia and Quebec; and (3) the Midwest 

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord (MGGRA), which includes Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, 

Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, as well as the Canadian province of Manitoba. Although 

laudable, these initiatives face their own problems, with RGGI being criticized for undervaluing 

the price of carbon, WCI only including the cap-and-trade schemes of California and Quebec, 

and MGGRA being essentially ignored by its signatory states.54 Going forward, an effective 

cap-and-trade scheme would need to have broad participation and price carbon emissions 

robustly enough to truly incentivize reductions. 

 

3. Carbon-Adders. There has been a resurgence of interest among scholars and policymakers 

regarding environmental and greenhouse gas “adders.” In sum, an “adder” functions as a tax 

that is added on top of the costs for retail or wholesale generation as a means of internalizing 

environmental externalities (pollution and climate impacts, etc.) that would otherwise be 

unaccounted for.55 Adders could be a game-changer in the least-cost regulatory scheme: by 

adding externalized environmental costs –currently borne by society – into the life-cycle cost 

analysis of a proposed facility, the “least-cost” result may not favor traditional fossil-fuel 

                                                 
53 Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, supra note 50.   
54  Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, Multi-State Climate Initiatives, www.c2es.org/us-states-regions/regional-

climate-initiatives (noting that after releasing a model, but unimplemented, cap-and-trade rule in April 2010, "the states 

and province in MGGRA did not continue pursuing their greenhouse gas goals through the Accord.") 
55 See, e.g., James B. Bushnell & Shmuel S. Oren, Incentive Effects of Environmental Adders in Electric Power Auctions, 

15 ENERGY J. 55, 56 (1994), available at www.ieor.berkeley.edu/~oren/pubs/adders.pdf; Weissman & Webb, supra note 

46; Brandon Hofmeister, Roles for State Energy Regulators in Climate Change Mitigation, 2 MICH. J. ENVTL. & 

ADMIN. L. 67, 81 (2012). 
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resources.56  The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), which has jurisdiction over 

setting wholesale rates of electricity,57 has stated that state regulators (who have jurisdiction 

over retail transactions) may not impose additional carbon costs in wholesale markets. 

However, states may be able to impose an ex ante carbon adder when PUCs annually review 

utility electricity procurement plans.58 This option may not be achievable across all states, 

however, since many restructured states no longer engage in annually reviewing utility 

procurement plans, a process sometimes referred to as integrated resource planning.59  

 

4. Low-Carbon Portfolio Standard (LCPS). This option was recently unsuccessfully attempted 

in Illinois, but it is an appealing policy and the lessons learned from Illinois may better inform 

other state policy proposals. An LCPS is designed to function much like a Renewable Portfolio 

Standard (RPS) – a widely implemented policy that has been hugely successful in spurring 

renewable energy integration in the United States.60 Like an RPS, which requires utilities to 

procure a certain percentage of their energy purchases or generation from renewable sources, a 

LCPS would require utilities to obtain a certain percentage of their energy procurement from 

low-carbon sources. Because "low-carbon" is a broader category than "renewables" this allows 

a LCPS to be more ambitious; for instance, Illinois's proposed LCPS was 70%, as opposed to its 

                                                 
56 Hofmeister, supra note 54 at 67, 81. 
57    16 U.S.C. § 824 (Federal Power Act Section 201). It is worth noting that, technically speaking, FERC's jurisdiction in 

this arena is over wholesale rates in interstate commerce, but FERC is essentially authorized to regulate all wholesale 

transactions that take place on transmission lines due to the Supreme Court's holding Fed. Power Comm’n v. Florida 

Power & Light, 404 U.S. 453 (1972) that electricity on grid-interconnected transmission lines is traveling in interstate 

commerce. 
58 Hofmeister, supra note 54, at 116-17.  
59 RACHEL WILSON & BRUCE BIEWALD, BEST PRACTICES IN ELECTRIC UTILITY INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANNING, 3 (June 

2013), available at www.synapse-energy.com/sites/default/files/SynapseReport.2013-06.RAP_.Best-Practices-in-

IRP.13-038.pdf (“As the electric industry began to restructure in the mid- 1990s, integrated resource planning rules in 

many states were repealed or ignored.”).  
60  Susan Williams Sloan, 2015 RPS State of Play, INTO THE WIND, (May 5, 2015) www.aweablog.org/2015-rps-state-of-

play/ (noting that the states with RPS laws have experienced numerous economic benefits including job creation); see 

also DSIRE, Renewable Portfolio Standard Policies (Oct. 2015), available at ncsolarcen-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/11/Renewable-Portfolio-Standards.pdf (noting that there are 29 states plus the District of 

Columbia with RPS laws).  
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RPS goal of 25% by 2026.61 Some argue that the LCPS was doomed to fail in Illinois because 

its primary backer, Exelon energy, rather than seeking to boost all low-carbon sources, sought to 

stem the revenue hemorrhaging from many of its financially struggling nuclear generators in the 

state.62 While that is a legitimate approach for Exelon to take, advocating for a broad-based 

policy like an LCPS is probably not the best tactical decision when a targeted response, like a 

feed-in tariff (discussed below) may be necessary. 

 

These are just a sample of some of the longterm market-based options available to 

policymakers. Regardless of how such schemes are structured, they ultimately seek to achieve the same 

end: to put a price on carbon dioxide emissions and to value the additional system and environmental 

benefits that low- or zero-carbon sources bring to the table. The speed and degree to which this 

objective is obtained depends on the policy scheme and how aggressively it is pursued. As illustrated 

by the unfortunate demise of the Waxman-Markey cap and trade bill in 2009,63 however, there does not 

appear to be any current political appetite to pass comprehensive climate change legislation.  

Furthermore, it is worth noting that these solutions, like Illinois's LCPS, are designed to 

advantage all no- and low-emission sources. For that reason, they may not be the best first option for 

states like Illinois, Ohio, and New York which are facing the imminent closure of many of their nuclear 

resources. These states would do well to consider a temporary and carefully structured feed-in tariff, as 

a short-term policy approach to help these generators bridge the gap between today's financial struggles 

and tomorrow's carbon-pricing scheme in which they can compete more fairly.  

 

                                                 
61  DSIRE, supra note 59. 
62 See, e.g., Jeffrey Tomich, Exelon's Quad Cities plant gets lifeline under PJM performance rules, E&E ENERGYWIRE 

(Sept. 11, 2015) www.eenews.net/stories/1060024546 (noting that one of the chief criticisms of the LCPS in Illinois 

was that it was seen as a "bailout" of the state's nuclear fleet).  
63  See, e.g., Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, 111th Congress Climate Change Legislation, 

www.c2es.org/federal/congress/111 (summarizing the failure of the Waxman-Markey bill in the Senate during the 111th 

Congress in 2009).  
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B. Short-term Solution Toward Market-Based Competition: Feed-in Tariffs  

Feed-in tariffs (FITs) have been used to spur development of nascent renewable energy 

technologies, such as wind and rooftop photovoltaic (PV) solar. In essence, FITs are long-term 

contracts between distribution utilities and a power producer, whereby the utility is required take the 

producer's output at a price set by regulators which decreases over time.64 Newer energy technologies 

face a series of immediate cost-competitive disadvantages even before they start generating electrons. 

First, they tend to be costlier because they lack the economies of scale that legacy industries have. 

Second, in the United States especially, existing fossil-fuel industries receive plentiful subsidies that 

help them drive costs down.65 Third, and as has been mentioned previously, existing regulatory and 

market structures fail to incorporate the costs of environmental externalities posed by fossil-fuel 

generation.66 For those reasons, policies like feed-in tariffs and renewable portfolio standards have 

been common methods in Europe and the United States, respectively, to ensure revenue certainty for 

new energy developers, thereby making them more financeable, scalable, and cost-competitive in the 

long run. To understand how best to tailor a European-style feed-in tariff policy for nuclear energy 

generators in the United States, the following sections discuss some of the lessons learned from two 

high-profile FIT experiments: the renewable feed-in tariff policies of Germany and Spain. 

1.  Feed-in Tariff Case Studies: a Closer Look at Germany and Spain 

Feed-in tariffs have been deployed around the world, most notably in Europe, but also in 

Australia, Malaysia, Japan, South Korea.67 In addition, there are six states in the U.S. that have FITs or 

                                                 
64 NAT'L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., STATE CLEAN ENERGY POLICIES ANALYSIS (SCEPA) PROJECT: AN ANALYSIS OF 

RENEWABLE ENERGY FEED-IN TARIFFS IN THE UNITED STATES, 2 (June 2009), available at 

www.nrel.gov/tech_deployment/state_local_governments/pdfs/tap_webinar_20091028_45551.pdf  
65  Laura Levis, The Fix in Fossil Fuels, HARVARD MAGAZINE (Jan-February 2014) harvardmagazine.com/2014/01/the-fix-

in-fossil-fuels. For an international perspective on global fossil fuel subsidies see DAVID COADY ET AL., IMF WORKING 

PAPER: HOW LARGE ARE GLOBAL ENERGY SUBSIDIES (2015), available at 

www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2015/wp15105.pdf. 
66  See supra Part II.A.2; see also International Monetary Fund, Global Energy Subsidies: An Update, 

www.imf.org/external/np/fad/subsidies/  
67 PV MAGAZINE, Feed-in Tariffs, www.pv-magazine.com/services/feed-in-tariffs/feed-in-tariffs-for-various-
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similar mandates: California, Hawaii, Maine, Oregon, Vermont, and Washington.68 So far, FIT policies 

have been used almost exclusively to assist budding renewable energy industries within a particular 

state or country, and include such technologies as wind, PV solar, solar thermal, geothermal, biogas, 

biomass, fuel cells, tidal and wave power.69 Two of the most high-profile FIT policies were 

implemented by Germany and Spain, and as explained here, they were initially hugely successful, but 

came under legitimate criticism for reasons explored in the next sub-section. 

In 1991, Germany became the first European country to institute a feed-in tariff for renewable 

energy developers. Although the roots of this renewables-promoting policy stem from public 

disenchantment with nuclear energy following the Chernobyl accident,70 since then, the country's FIT 

has become a critical piece of the government's ambitious "Energiewende" – or "energy transition" 

toward renewable and sustainable energy resources.71 It was significantly revamped in 2000 to provide 

for long-term revenue certainty: establishing fixed rates for twenty years, which is passed on as a 

surcharge to end-use customers.72 According to a report from the Solar Energy Industries Association, 

the country's feed-in tariff is responsible for delivering 35 GW of solar power by the end of 2013 

alone.73  

Spain followed Germany's example in 2007, setting a feed-in tariff for solar and wind power at 

above-market rates to spur that country's own investment in renewables technology.74 Like Germany, 

                                                                                                                                                                        
countries/#united_states 

68 Nat'l Renewable En. Lab, State & Local Government: Feed-in Tariffs, 

www.nrel.gov/tech_deployment/state_local_governments/basics_tariffs.html 
69 Id. 
70 Volkmar Lauber & Lutz Mez, Three Decades of Renewable Electricity Policies in Germany, 15 ENERGY & 

ENVIRONMENT 599 (2004), available at www.wind-

works.org/cms/uploads/media/Three_decades_of_renewable_electricity_policy_in_Germany.pdf 
71 AGORA ENERGIEWENDE, REPORT ON THE GERMAN POWER SYSTEM, 13, 31-32 (FEBRUARY 2015), available at 

www.agora-energiewende.de/fileadmin/downloads/publikationen/CountryProfiles/Agora_CP_Germany_web.pdf. 
72 AGORA ENERGIEWENDE, REPORT ON THE GERMAN POWER SYSTEM, 31 (FEBRUARY 2015), available at www.agora-

energiewende.de/fileadmin/downloads/publikationen/CountryProfiles/Agora_CP_Germany_web.pdf; Bradley Motl, 

Reconciling German-Style Feed-in Tariffs With PURPA, 28 WIS. INTERNAT'L L. J. 742, 748 (2011).  
73 SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION, SOLAR ENERGY SUPPORT IN GERMANY: A CLOSER LOOK (July 2014) 

available at www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-energy-support-germany-closer-look. 
74  The Cost Del Sol, THE ECONOMIST (Jul 20, 2013) www.economist.com/news/business/21582018-sustainable-energy-

meets-unsustainable-costs-cost-del-sol. 
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Spain saw a huge jump in renewable energy integration, especially solar PV, which rose fivefold in 

2008, as well as solar thermal, which jumped from 11MW in 2007 to 1,950MW in 2013.75 Overall, the 

country’s total renewable generation doubled from 2006 to 2012, which helped establish Spain’s 

renewable energy sector as the fourth-largest in the world.76 

Although the German and Spanish feed-in tariffs were largely successful in the beginning 

years,77 they soon came under legitimate criticism as the costs for these subsidies began to escalate. In 

Germany, the surcharge that funded the feed-in tariff ballooned to several billion euros, which the 

government is still struggling to reduce.78 Feed-in tariff costs became especially staggering in Spain, 

which saw solar subsidies rise 18-fold from €190m in 2007 to €3.5 billion in 2012, with a total subsidy 

for all renewables mounting to €8.1 billion in 2012, nearly 1% of the country’s GDP.79 Add to those 

woes the fact that Spain was also in the midst of a wider recession that threatened its entire economy at 

that time.80 In response, the government instituted a series of reforms to the FIT law starting in 2010, 

but the renewables industry has pushed back hard in court, arguing that the retroactive reforms will cost 

the firms billions of dollars in lost revenues.81  

2. Lessons Learned From Past Experiences with Feed-in Tariffs in Germany and Spain   

The chief advantage of employing a feed-in tariff structure to assist vulnerable commercial 

nuclear energy generators in restructured markets is that it would provide revenue certainty quickly. As 

seen in the context of countries like Germany and Spain, having this kind of direct subsidy boosted 

                                                 
75  Id.  
76  Id. 
77  See, e.g., SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION, supra note 72  (noting, among other things, that Germany’s feed-in 

tariff brought down the cost of solar installations and technology, to the benefit of the industry as a whole).  
78  Jason Deign, Spain’s Feed-In Tariff Cuts Were Based on Incomplete Data, Charge Critics, GREENTECH MEDIA (April 

14, 2015) www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/spains-solar-feed-in-tariff-cuts-were-based-on-nonexistent-reports 
79  The Cost Del Sol, supra note 73; Renewable Energy: Spain Looks to Cut Green Subsidies Again as Debt Balloons, E&E 

NEWS CLIMATEWIRE (June 10, 2013).  
80  See, e.g., Steven Hill, To Hell and Back: Spain's Grotesque Recession and Its Surprising New Economy, THE ATLANTIC 

(Oct. 18, 2013) www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/10/to-hell-and-back-spains-grotesque-recession-and-its-

surprising-new-economy/280678/ 
81  See, e.g., Jason Deign, supra note 77.  
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investor confidence in emerging solar and wind technologies, providing the capital necessary to scale-

up operations and drive down prices in the process. 

However, regulators should also be careful to avoid the shortcomings of Germany and Spain’s 

FIT structures. First, neither country’s FIT was responsive enough to reduce subsidies as renewable 

installments increased and the industry boomed. Likewise, there was no cap on new installments, 

which meant that anyone could construct a qualifying facility and be assured a generous return.82 

Because feed-in tariffs are best-suited for emergent energy technologies struggling for a 

competitive foothold in the market, critics would argue that this model is inappropriate for already 

scaled-up nuclear energy generators. Although that particular policy rationale is indeed absent in this 

situation, a FIT approach would still be ideal to assist struggling nuclear generators in restructured 

markets because FITs have a proven track record of success, can be structured more uniformly to 

eliminate transaction costs as compared to individualized power purchase agreements (PPAs), and the 

costs can be socialized among all ratepayers in a state, rather than being drawn only from the 

purchasing utility's ratepayers.83  

3. The Need to Carefully Craft Feed-in Tariffs 

 

In addition to avoiding the aforementioned design challenges, a feed-in tariff must be carefully 

structured in the United States so as not to violate federal law. While states retain authority over 

generation sources, intrastate transmission and distribution,84 wholesale sales of electricity in the U.S. 

are subject to federal regulation through one of two statutes: the Federal Power Act or the Public Utility 

                                                 
82  See, e.g., The Cost Del Sol supra, note 73; SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION, supra note 72.   
83 NAT'L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., STATE CLEAN ENERGY POLICIES ANALYSIS (SCEPA) PROJECT: AN ANALYSIS OF 

RENEWABLE ENERGY FEED-IN TARIFFS IN THE UNITED STATES, v (June 2009), available at 

www.nrel.gov/tech_deployment/state_local_governments/pdfs/tap_webinar_20091028_45551.pdf  
8484 16 U.S.C. § 824(b)(1) (stating that federal jurisdiction under the FPA does not extend “over facilities used for the 

generation of electric energy or over facilities used in local distribution or only for the transmission of electric energy in 

intrastate commerce, or over facilities for the transmission of electric energy consumed wholly by the transmitter.”). 
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Regulatory Policies Act.85 Although feed-in tariffs can be structured to comply with either statute, the 

only viable route for crafting a FIT for nuclear generators is through the Federal Power Act because 

PURPA applies only to “qualifying facilities” – defined as cogenerators and small generators (up to 80 

MW) powered by hydro, wind, solar, biomass, waste or geothermal resources.86 As explained below, 

although FERC has primarily issued feed-in tariff related guidance in the context of PURPA, it is 

possible for states to apply those lessons in crafting FITs that comply with the FPA.  

Under the Federal Power Act, FERC is charged with, among other tasks, ensuring that prices for 

wholesale electricity are “just and reasonable” and not “unduly discriminatory.”87 For a wholesale of 

electricity to pass muster under the FPA, it must comply with either a cost-based rate procedure – 

through which generally only prudent costs and reasonable returns on investment are allowed – or a 

market-based rate structure, whereby buyers and sellers negotiate arrangements through the RTO and 

ISO competitive wholesale markets described previously.88 

The “just and reasonable” and “unduly discriminatory” mandates of the FPA and FERC’s two 

wholesale price approval schemes essentially impose upper limits on states looking to favorably 

compensate either renewable generators, or in this case, nuclear power generators. If the contract price 

results in greater than prudent costs and reasonable returns in a contract-based setting, or exceeds the 

market clearing price in the market-based setting, it will very likely get struck down by FERC.89 

However, an important caveat to FERC’s authority is, as noted earlier, states’ control over 

                                                 
85 See, e.g. SCOTT HEMPLING ET AL., RENEWABLE ENERGY PRICES IN STATE-LEVEL FEED-IN TARIFFS; FEDERAL LAW 

CONSTRAINTS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS iv (Jan. 2010), available at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47408.pdf.  
86 16 U.S.C. § 796(17)(A) (2012). For this reason, PURPA is often cited in the context of crafting policies to spur renewable 

energy generation – a topic outside the scope of this paper.  
87 16 U.S.C. §§ 824d(a), 824e(a).  
88 Supra Part II.B.3; see also Hempling, supra note 86 at vii, 29.  
89 Hempling, supra note 86 at vii. FERC could arguably establish regulatory guidelines to allow states to more easily craft 

lawful FITs, but this has yet to be done outside the PURPA context. See, e.g. California Public Utilities Commission,132 

FERC ¶ 61,047 (July 15, 2010), order granting clarification, 133 FERC ¶ 61,059 (Oct. 21, 2010) (allowing California to 

craft a multi-tiered feed-in tariff for combined heat and power generators); see also Hempling, supra note 86 at 37 

(explaining the options for FERC to help states craft FPA-compliant FITs).  

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47408.pdf
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generation sources, intrastate transmission and distribution.90 Indeed, FERC has noted that states are 

free to craft non-rate-based schemes to compensate renewable energy generators above what would 

otherwise be required under PURPA, because such schemes are outside the rate controls contemplated 

by that statute: 

A state may, through state action, influence what costs are incurred by the utility. Thus, 

accounting for environmental costs may be part of a state's approach to encouraging 

renewable generation. For example, a state may impose a tax or other charge on all 

generation produced by a particular fuel, and thus increase the costs that would be 

incurred by utilities in building and operating plants that use that fuel. Conversely, a 

state may also subsidize certain types of generation, for instance wind, or other 

renewables, through, e.g., tax credits.91  

Although FERC has not yet had occasion consider the viability of non-rate mechanisms for FITs 

outside of the PURPA context, the same reasoning would apply to FITs under the FPA.92 That is, to 

ensure that the FPA’s “just and reasonable” and not “unduly discriminatory” mandates are not violated, 

states wishing to compensate certain generators at costs above they would otherwise receive in the 

open marketplace may do so only outside the rate structure itself. Just as with PURPA FITs, these non-

rate mechanisms can include tax credits, as well as cash grants or subsidies from general revenues.93 

It is worth noting that two recent decisions from the Third and Fourth Federal Circuit Courts of 

Appeal have cast doubt on one particular subsidy mechanism utilized in restructured markets: a 

“contract-for-differences” guaranteeing generators certain revenues regardless of the wholesale market 

                                                 
90 16 U.S.C. § 824(b)(1) 
91 Southern California Edison. 70 FERC para. 61,215 (1995), aff'd on rehearing, 71 FERC para. 61,269, 62,080 (1995); 

CGE Fulton, 70 FERC para. 61,290, reconsideration denied, 71 FERC para. 61,232 (1995) (recognizing that an Illinois 

law subsidizing utility purchases from certain QFs was PURPA-compliant because any utility costs above and beyond 

"avoided costs," were covered through the subsidies); American Ref-Fuel Co.,105 FERC ¶ 61,004, at P23 (2003), 

request for reh’g denied, 107 FERC ¶ 61,006 (2004), appeal dismissed, Xcel Energy Servs., Inc. v. FERC, 407 F.3d 1242 

(D.C. Cir. 2005) (establishing that state renewable generator compensation schemes through Renewable Energy Credits 

purchasing mandates did not implicate PURPA at all because they” exist outside the confines of PURPA”); Hempling, 

supra note 86 at 15, 18 (noting that tax credits, cash payments from “system benefit charge” revenues or general tax 

funds are therefore all available to states “when relying on PURPA as the mandate for utility purchases.”). See also, id. 

at 32 (arguing that that the same reasoning for allowing additional supplements under PURPA is present in the FPA 

context as well).  
92 Hempling, supra note 86 at 32.  
93 Id.; see also id. at 13-18 (describing these non-rate mechanisms in more detail).  
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price amount they receive. 94 This issue is currently before the Supreme Court, but even assuming the 

Court affirms those decisions and forecloses this feed-in tariff approach, states can still avoid FPA 

preemption pitfalls by ensuring that the funding amounts for their feed-in tariffs are not determined by 

wholesale market price variations. Indeed, the Fourth Circuit was careful to note that its decision did 

not “express an opinion on other state efforts to encourage new generation, such as direct subsidies or 

tax rebates, that may or may not differ in important ways from the [challenged state scheme].”95 Thus, 

as implied by the Fourth Circuit and acknowledged by FERC in the context of PURPA, states seeking 

to establish feed-in tariffs under the FPA can likely do so provided that their funding mechanisms are 

truly non-rate-based – that is, they are outside the rate structure and purchasing arrangement entirely.  

C. Structuring a Nuclear Feed-in Tariff for States with Vulnerable Nuclear Power Generators 

As discussed in Section A, the best long-term solution for leveling the playing field for low- or 

no-emissions energy resources like nuclear generation is a market-based scheme that puts a price on 

carbon and values the other environmental and system attributes that these resources offer. In the 

meantime, however, nuclear power generators in states like Illinois, New York, and Ohio need a short-

term fix to help them face the dual threat of lower-priced natural gas competition and high operation 

                                                 
94 PPL Energyplus, LLC v. Solomon, 766 F.3d 241, 249 (3d Cir. 2014); PPL EnergyPlus, LLC v. Nazarian, 753 F.3d 467, 

473 (4th Cir. 2014) cert. granted sub nom. CPV Maryland, LLC v. PPL EnergyPlus, LLC, 136 S. Ct. 356, 193 L. Ed. 2d 

288 (2015) and cert. granted sub nom. Hughes v. PPL EnergyPlus, LLC, 136 S. Ct. 382, 193 L. Ed. 2d 288 (2015). At 

issue those decisions were two state-established “contract for difference” schemes – one established by a New Jersey 

statute, the other through a regulatory Order from Maryland’s Public Service Commission, and both motivated out of a 

belief that the local RTO’s capacity market rules did not incent enough new in-state generation. To provide further 

incentive to construct new generation, these schemes essentially guaranteed new generators a fixed profit by requiring 

the generator and purchasing utility to settle-up any difference in the market clearing price and the guaranteed price, 

with any excess over the market clearing price ultimately paid for by the utility’s ratepayers. Although a full exegesis of 

the courts’ opinions is unnecessary here, suffice to say, both courts determined that, by providing backstop guarantees 

for new generators, both state schemes impermissibly impacted the RTO’s wholesale and capacity markets because these 

generators could swoop in with low winning bids without the fear of missing their revenue targets. See Nazarian, 753 

F.3d at 476 (noting that since the Maryland Public Service Commission’s Order "effectively supplants the rate generated 

by the auction with an alternative rate preferred by the state," it "thus compromises the integrity of the federal scheme 

and intrudes on FERC's jurisdiction”); Solomon, 766 F.3d at 252 ("In practice, the Standard Offer Capacity Agreements 

offered financial assurance to LCAPP generators: for a fixed amount of capacity, generators would receive a fixed 

price....We determine that LCAPP, through the Standard Offer Capacity Agreements, attempts to regulate the same 

subject matter that FERC has regulated through PJM's Reliability Pricing Mode."). 
95 PPL EnergyPlus, LLC v. Nazarian, 753 F.3d 467, 478 (4th Cir. 2014) cert. granted sub nom. CPV Maryland, LLC v. PPL 

EnergyPlus, LLC, 136 S. Ct. 356, 193 L. Ed. 2d 288 (2015) and cert. granted sub nom. Hughes v. PPL EnergyPlus, LLC, 

136 S. Ct. 382, 193 L. Ed. 2d 288 (2015). 
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and maintenance costs. A uniform statewide policy like a feed-in tariff for nuclear generators would be 

an ideal temporary solution for states with the most vulnerable generators. Although typically used for 

emerging energy technologies, a nuclear FIT would nonetheless be an appropriate policy mechanism 

for these states because it would provide revenue certainty and lower transaction costs as compared to 

individual PPAs.96  

One of the most important lessons gleaned from previous FIT experiments in Germany and Spain is 

the need for some mechanism to decrease FIT prices as the technology becomes more competitive. 

This spurs innovation to better improve and streamline the technology and ensures that ratepayers are 

getting the best deal for their money. However, in the case of already-scaled-up nuclear generation 

technology, this mechanism should take a different form. As proposed here, in addition to being 

designed to avoid FPA preemption, a nuclear feed-in tariff could also be structured to expire, or 

gradually phase-out, if any one of the following events occurs:  

 

 The state adopts a sufficiently stringent mass-based emissions pricing approach to comply with 

EPA's new Clean Power Plan. The Environmental Protection Agency's long-awaited Clean 

Power Plan, finalized in October 2015 and currently stayed by the Supreme Court,97 aims to 

reduce carbon dioxide emissions (CO2) from power plants 32 percent below 2005 levels by 

2030. Through the rule, EPA sets state-specific carbon emission reduction targets – equivalently 

expressed as either rate-based reduction goals or mass-based reduction goals – and gives states 

significant flexibility in achieving their targets. In sum, if states seek to comply with the rate-

                                                 
96 Motl, supra note 71 at 746;  see also The German feed-in tariff is a revenue-raising instrument, not a subsidy, ENERGY 

TRANSITION, (Jul. 14, 2015) energytransition.de/2015/07/german-feed-in-tariff-is-not-a-subsidy/ (making the same 

argument in the context of Germany's feed-in tariff). 
97  Although it could be argued that market competition from cheap natural gas has undermined the competitiveness of 

both coal and nuclear power for the past several years, the promulgation CPP has been deemed an existential threat by 

the coal industry and coal-producing states. These parties challenged the rule in the federal courts and won a major 

victory in February 2016 when the Supreme Court, in an unprecedented move, ordered that the rule be stayed pending 

lower court adjudication on the merits. West Virginia, et al, v. EPA, et al, Case No. 15A773, 577 U.S. ___ (Feb. 9, 

2016), available at www.scotusblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/15A773-Clean-Power-Plan-stay-order.pdf (one 

of five identical orders issued by the Court in response to five individual challenges to the CPP). 
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base approach, fossil-fuel generators are limited to emitting a certain amount of carbon per unit 

of produced power, usually expressed in megawatt hours. A mass-based plan, however, would 

set a cap on total carbon dioxide emissions from the state’s electric power sector. The advantage 

of a mass-based compliance approach is that it accounts for a state’s total emissions output, 

which inherently values the emissions-free contributions of nuclear energy generation. 98  The 

rate-based compliance option, on the other hand, disadvantages existing nuclear generation, 

because it only considers emissions from fossil fuel-powered plants. As such, if states in 

restructured markets institute mass-based clean power plan compliance, this could provide 

much-needed assistance to their struggling generators.  

 

 The state, RTO/ISO, or the country adopts a carbon tax, carbon adder or cap-and-trade scheme 

that appropriately prices carbon emissions thereby making no-emission nuclear generation 

more competitive in the market place. These policies, explored more thoroughly in Part III.A, 

are the most popular, and likely to succeed, long-term solutions to correcting the market's 

failure to internalize the externalities of fossil-fuel generation. If one or more of these policies is 

implemented, and it is robust enough,99 then the need for a nuclear-specific policy would fall 

away because nuclear generation would be competing on a more level playing field.  

 

 Large-scale baseload renewable technology becomes a cost-competitive alternative to nuclear 

and other forms of generation. Although not discussed in this paper, a major deterrent to 

expanding nuclear generation's share of our national electricity mix is the continued failure to 

create a permanent waste repository. For that reason, while the nuclear regulatory regime is 

                                                 
98  Jenkins, supra note 45. 
99   See, e.g., supra Part III.A.2 discussing some of the problems with the RGGI cap-and-trade scheme.  
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designed to internalize much of the waste-storage and decommissioning costs,100 substantially 

increasing our reliance on nuclear fuel (as opposed to maintaining our existing fleet, as argued 

here) may not be the most environmentally sound policy approach. Nuclear is not going 

anywhere soon, however. Currently, renewable energy like wind and solar generation have a 

ways to go before they can achieve "baseload" status. First off, the intermittency of these 

resources makes them hard to depend on 24/7, so without a breakthrough in utility-scale battery 

storage, wind and solar will primarily be useful to the extent the wind is blowing and the sun is 

shining. Second, to achieve the significant generation levels with current technology, renewable 

resources require a lot more land mass than their nuclear and fossil-fuel counterparts, making 

siting battles inevitable.  

 

One of the primary lessons learned from past feed-in tariff experiments is that these policies must 

balance revenue certainty for generators as well as responsiveness to changing market conditions so 

that ratepayers are not stuck paying for substantial subsidies which may no longer be necessary. To that 

end, this paper proposes not only a short-term solution for struggling nuclear energy generators in 

competitive markets but also sets out at least three mechanisms by which this policy can be sunset in 

response to changing regulatory and market conditions.  

 

IV. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

From providing emissions-free power, largely-internalized lifecycle costs, and baseload 

dependability, the benefits of our existing nuclear power fleet are as real as the financial struggles 

currently plaguing the industry. Since 2013, we have seen several commercial nuclear generators close 

in competitive market states, and more are anticipated if regulators do not provide a way to shore-up 

                                                 
100   See supra Part II.A.2 discussing the NRC’s licensing scheme.  
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the revenue streams of these power plants.    

Considering our country’s historical preference toward market-based competition, especially in 

restructured wholesale markets, the ultimate way to level the playing field between nuclear energy and 

natural gas-powered generators will likely be through a carbon pricing scheme. Each of the four 

proposed market-based solutions – carbon tax, cap-and-trade, carbon adder, and the LCPS – would go a 

long way toward properly compensating nuclear generators for their internalized environmental costs 

and zero-emissions electricity. However, interest in these policies has waned ever since the demise of 

the Waxman-Markey cap-and-trade bill in 2009. 

Without prompt assistance, though, some of the most financially vulnerable nuclear power 

generators in states like Illinois, New York, and Ohio risk closure – making our national emission 

reduction targets ever more elusive. As proposed in this paper, one such short-term fix on the way to an 

ultimate long-term carbon pricing scheme is a carefully structured nuclear feed-in tariff that utilizes 

non-rated-based mechanisms to delivery subsidies to struggling nuclear power generators. Such a 

policy would provide nuclear generators with revenue certainty quickly and shield them from adverse 

impacts of current unfair market competition. Furthermore, having learned the lessons of past FIT 

experiments in Europe, any nuclear feed-in tariff implemented in the U.S. could be designed to expire 

if more favorable market conditions emerge. States with the most at-risk nuclear power generators 

would be well-advised to consider this short-term solution, because keeping our existing nuclear 

generation fleet online is not only important for providing baseload stability, but it is also critical for 

meeting our carbon emission reduction goals.  
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